
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA 

CASE NO. SC21-990 

IN RE: AMENDMENTS TO THE 
FLORIDA RULES OF CIVIL 
PROCEDURE, FLORIDA RULES 
OF GENERAL PRACTICE AND 
JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION, 
FLORIDA RULES OF CRIMINAL 
PROCEDURE, FLORIDA 
PROBATE RULES, FLORIDA 
TRAFFIC COURT, FLORIDA 
SMALL CLAIMS RULES, 
FLORIDA RULES OF APPELLATE 
PROCEDURE 

COMMENTS OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL OF THE  
ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION SECTION  

OF THE FLORIDA BAR 
 

Patrick Russell, Chair of the Alternative Dispute Resolution 

Section of The Florida Bar (“ADR Section”), submits these comments 

on behalf of the Executive Council of the ADR Section1, as follows. 

I. PROPOSED RULES 

The ADR Section submits these comments only as to those 

Rules (1.700, 1.720, 1.730, 1.750, 9.700, 9.720, and 9.740) that 

address dispute resolution, namely mediation and arbitration. 

 
1 These comments are submitted on behalf of the Section only, and do not express the position of The Florida Bar.  
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II. THE GOAL OF THE PROPOSED RULES 

The proposed rule changes (the “Proposed Rules”), have at their 

heart the goal to permit the use of communication technology and to 

expressly authorize remote participation in the context of mediation 

and arbitration proceedings. The Proposed Rules extend what was a 

necessary change to meet the challenges of the pandemic where 

physical appearance was not possible or safe. The Workgroup 

petition references anecdotal reports that remote dispute resolution 

proceedings have been effective and popular during the pandemic. 

The ADR Section would concur with the Workgroup that remote 

dispute resolution proceedings have been effective, efficient, and 

widely requested. 

 Mediators and Arbitrators conducted mediations and 

arbitrations (in whole or in part) through telephone, 

videoconferencing, Zoom, Face Time, Skype, and other electronic 

means, at the request of parties and their counsel, prior to the Covid-

19 crisis. We are in favor of continuing the use of remote participation 

when agreed to by the parties or when ordered by the Court in the 

absence of an agreement by the parties. 



A recently conducted survey2 of ADR Section members in which 

240 responses were received revealed the following: 

• 79% believed that the virtual mediations they participated 

in were very effective. 

• 66% believed that the virtual settlement rate was higher 

than a live mediation. 

• 63% did not believe that settlement rates would have been 

different if the mediation was live versus being remote. 

• 70% received positive feedback from lawyers and pro-se 

clients about virtual mediation. 

• 85% were in favor of the Court continuing/ordering virtual 

mediations in the future. 

The goals of providing fair and equal access to the dispute 

resolution process and allowing the parties to craft how they 

mutually agree to engage in the process should be paramount 

considerations. We believe that proposed changes should provide a 

more flexible approach for the use of remote communication --which 

 
2 The full results of the 2021 Alternative Dispute Resolution Section Member Survey from September 2021 are 
attached. 



we have sometimes found has to change at the last minute due to 

technological or other issues.         

III. BENEFITS 

The use of communication technology and remote participation 

at mediation and arbitration provides ready access to these 

proceedings by adding an additional means to attend and often 

lowers barriers to participation. Scheduling is easier when travel time 

is eliminated. The cost of attending is less when travel and lodging 

and parking costs are eliminated.  Any early concerns as to 

communication technology and security have been addressed to the 

satisfaction of most practitioners and participants; it is anticipated 

that these systems will continue to evolve and improve over time.  

IV. CONCERNS 

Traditionally, physical presence of the parties at mediation and 

arbitration was considered important because it allowed parties and 

their counsel the opportunity to focus on the disputes at hand,  

without distraction, and to be fully engaged in the process. The ADR 

Section suggests that any rule changes be studied further to 



determine process issues, such as whether  (1) attendance can be by 

telephone only; (2) attendance by video can be had if the person turns 

their camera off or they cannot connect via video but can connect via 

audio or through telephone;  (3) whether all parties should be using 

the same communication technology to attend and not some by 

telephone, some by video, and some with their cameras off, (4) 

whether remote participation requires certain additional safeguards, 

such as eliminating third party interference by coaching, making 

hand signals, prompting answers, and other ethical considerations 

that should be considered when engaging in remote participation, 

and (5) better defining the role of the neutral in ensuring equal and 

fair access to the process given the ethical standards that govern 

neutrals in court-connected mediation and arbitration processes.     

V. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The recommendations set forth below use the terminology 

contained in proposed Rule 2.530 of the Florida Rules of General 

Practice and Judicial Administration.   

A. Rule 1.700 (a): We agree that the parties should be able to 

stipulate in writing how the mediation or non-binding arbitration 



should be conducted, in person, remotely via audio or audio-video 

communications technology, or a combination thereof, and that the 

stipulation need not be included in the order of referral to mediation 

or non-binding arbitration.  However, an additional sentence should 

be added to state that “Notwithstanding, subject to agreement of the 

parties during the process, the parties and the neutral may agree to 

a change in communication technology, as the need may arise, to 

assure equal access to the process. For example, although everyone 

may agree on audio-video communications, if a party is unable to 

connect via video, and everyone agrees that they can just participate 

using audio, then this flexibility should be accommodated without 

having to file a new written stipulation, or get a new court order, 

which will delay and interrupt the process.  

 B.  Rule 1.720: We agree with the Proposed Rule Change, 

except that (d) should define “participate through the use of 

communication technology as defined in Rule 2.530 of the Florida 

Rules of General Practice and Court Administration.”  

C.  Rule 1.730(b): We agree with the Proposed Rule Change.  

However, we note that the Electronic Signature Act and Uniform 



Electronic Transaction Act may make this change unnecessary, and 

that ordinarily an agreement that is executed in counterparts would 

state that it is executed in counterparts.   

D.  Rule 1.730 (c): We do not agree with this language which is 

overbroad, and which seems to state that if the procedural aspects of 

mediation set forth in Rules 1.700, 1.710 and 1.720 are complied 

with no party can object to the enforcement of a mediation 

agreement.  There may be grounds to object to the enforceability of a 

mediation agreement, such as coercion or duress, even when the 

procedural rules are complied with.  

Established case law recognizes parties right to go to court to 

overturn or reform their mediated agreements for matters such as 

fraud, coercion, mutual mistake, mediator misconduct and extortion. 

The Mediation Confidentiality and Privilege Act specifically delineates 

an exception to confidentiality and privilege for mediation 

communications offered to establish or refute legally recognized 

grounds for voiding or reforming a mediated agreement. Fla. Stat. 

405(4)(a)5.  



We believe the intent of the rule change was to prevent parties 

from objecting to the enforceability of their mediated agreement 

based on the use of communication technology when Rules 1.700, 

1.710, 1.720 and 1.730 have been followed. Therefore, we 

recommend that Rule 1.730(c) clearly state this limited prohibition: 

“The parties may not object to the enforceability of a mediated 

agreement based on the use of communication technology if the 

requirements for mediation in rules 1.700, 1.710, 1.720 and 

this rule have been satisfied.” 

E.  Rule 1.750: We agree with the Proposed Rule Change except 

that (e) should conclude with “participate through the use of 

communication technology as defined in Rule 2.530 of the Florida 

Rules of General Practice and Court Administration.”  See Comment 

to Rule 1.730 (b).   

F. Rule 9.700 (b): We believe that the following language should 

be added after (3):        

“Notwithstanding, subject to agreement of the parties during 

the mediation, the parties and the mediator may agree to a 



change in communication technology, as the need may arise, to 

assure equal access to the process. The use of communications 

pursuant to this rule may not be a basis for any motion seeking 

to invalidate or not to enforce an agreement entered into as a 

result of a court-ordered mediation.” 

G.  Rule 9.720 (a): We believe the Rule should be amended to 

state: 

“As used in this subdivision, the term ‘presence’ means physical 

presence at the mediation conference, or participation using 

communication technology as set forth in rule 9.700 (b).” 

H.  Rule 9.740: Please see the previous comment to Rule 1.730 

(b).  

VI.  CONCLUSION      

The ADR Section is well-acquainted with the issues raised by 

the Petition and has filed substantive comments to prior proposed 

rule changes that impact dispute resolution policies, procedures, and 

proceedings. The ADR Section favors enhancing the dispute 

resolution process through modernization while also increasing 



efficiency and lowering costs for the participants. It appears the 

Proposed Rules will assist to meet that goal, and as such the ADR 

Section supports the Workgroup proposed changes to Rules 1.700, 

1.720, 1.730, 1.750, 9.700, 9.720, and 9.740 with the changes 

suggested in this Comment.   

WHEREFORE, the ADR Section of The Florida Bar respectfully 

submits these comments for the Court’s consideration. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Patrick Russell  _______________  
PATRICK RUSSELL  
Chair  
Alternative Dispute Resolution Section of The Florida Bar 
1395 Brickell Ave., Suite 800 
Miami, Florida 33131 
Florida Bar No.: 995568 
Telephone: 305.608.2977 
Email: pr@meaningful-mediation.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Certificate of Service 

I certify that the forgoing Comments of The Alternative Dispute 

Resolution Section of The Florida Bar was served by mail on the 

Workgroup Chair, Judge Lisa T. Munyon, Ninth Judicial Circuit, 

Orange CountyCourthouse,425 N. Orange Avenue, Orlando, 

Florida 32801, and on the OSCA Staff Liaison to the Workgroup, 

Tina White, 500 S. Duval Street, Tallahassee, Florida 32399. 

Certificate of Font Compliance 

I certify that this comment was prepared in compliance with 

the font requirements of Florida Rule of Appellate Procedure 

9.045(b). 

/s/ Patrick Russell 
Patrick Russell 
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Results of the 2021 Alternative Dispute Resolution Section Member Survey 

A link to an electronic survey was e-mailed to 1,014 Florida Bar Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Section members. By the September 22, 2021 cut-off date, 240 completed surveys were received 
for a response rate of 24%. 

In reporting the results, all percentages were rounded to the nearest whole percent (example: 
34.5% equals 35%). For this reason, totals may vary from 99 to 101 percent.  

1. How long have you been a member of the Alternative Dispute Resolution Section?

Category Percent 

Less than 2 years 20 
2 to 5 years 28 
6 to 10 years 22 
11 to 20 years 18 
More than 20 years 12 

2. How many mediations have you conducted remotely (through video conference) since
the onset of the pandemic in March 2020?

Category Percent 

None 14 
1 mediation   1 
2-3 mediations   8 
4-5 mediations   5 
6-10 mediations   9 
11-20 mediations 10 
More than 20 mediations 53 

1



3. What type of mediation cases have you handled remotely?  (MULTIPLE RESPONSE
QUESTION – CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) (ONLY INCLUDES THOSE
RESPONDENTS WHO HAVE CONDUCTED REMOTE MEDIATIONS SINCE
THE ONSET OF THE PANDEMIC)

Category Percent 

Circuit 82 
Federal 40 
County 29 
Family 24 
Other 27 
None; I have not handled any mediation cases remotely xx 

3a. If “Other”, please specify: 

• AAA arbitrations that require mediation.

• Arbitration and Special Magistrate.

• American Arbitration Association. I do exclusively construction mediations, primarily for
home construction.

• Bankruptcy.

• Consumer.

• Department of Financial Services, Division of Consumer Services pre-suit mediations for
residential property claims.

• Department of Financial Services, Division of Consumer Services, Residential Mediations.

• Dependency.  (2 Responses)

• DFS Insurance pre suit claims.

• Disaster Relief Mediations through American Arbitration Association.

• Elder Law/Probate.

• Florida Bar Grievance Mediation.

• Florida Dept. of Financial Services insurance claim mediations.

• Global settlement conferences.
2



• HOA/Condo pre-suit mediations.  
 

• Homeowner insurance claims through Department of Financial Services, Tallahassee. 
 

• I handle mediations and arbitrations through AAA and AHLA. I do not currently take cases 
through the state court system.  
 

• Juvenile Diversionary Cases.  
 

• Mediation/Arbitration.  (2 Responses)  
 

• Pre-litigation mediations.  (4 Responses) 
 

• Pre-suit mediations.  (7 Responses) 
 

• Pre-suit DFS mediations (circuit/county eligible). 
 

• Pre-suit first party property damage claims.  
 

• Pre-suit insurance claims.  
 

• Pre-suit settlement conferences.  
 

• Pre-suit bankruptcy.  
 

• Pre-suit; Federal; Appellate.  
 

• Private. 
 

• Probate and Guardianship.  
 

• Small Claims.  (3 Responses)  
 

• Surrogate Court.  
 

• U.S. Bankruptcy Court. 
 

• Workers’ Compensation.  (2 Responses)  
 
  

3



4. On these remote mediations, how were the participating parties represented? 
(MULTIPLE RESPONSE QUESTION – CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) (ONLY 
INCLUDES THOSE RESPONDENTS WHO HAVE CONDUCTED REMOTE 
MEDIATIONS SINCE THE ONSET OF THE PANDEMIC) 

 
Category Percent 
  
By attorneys 94 
One party by attorney and the other party not represented by an attorney 41 
All parties pro-se 31 
Other   4 

 
 
4a. If “Other”, please specify: 
 

• Adjusters.  
 

• Adjusters and some with lawyers, too. Some pro se. 
 

• Adjusters for property clams.  
 

• Adjusters, adjuster and pro se.  
 

• Combo of all above.  
 

• Insurance adjuster and public adjuster.  
 

• Mix of attorney and pro se.  
 

• Occasionally a party is pro-se. Vast majority have attorneys.  
 

• Personal injury cases have attorneys both parties DFS mediations have attorneys, public 
adjusters, insurance company representatives, and pro se.  
 

• Public adjuster represented the property owner against the insurance carrier.  
 

• There were not always attorneys present. Public adjusters often represent the insured at 
mediation.  
 

• Typically by adjusters.  
 
 
 
 
 

4



5. In general, how effective were the virtual mediations that you participated in?  
(ONLY INCLUDES THOSE RESPONDENTS WHO HAVE CONDUCTED 
REMOTE MEDIATIONS SINCE THE ONSET OF THE PANDEMIC) 

 
Category Percent 
  
Very effective 79 
Somewhat effective 17 
Neither effective nor ineffective   1 
Somewhat ineffective   2 
Very ineffective   1 

 
 
6. What is the virtual mediation settlement rate, as compared to the live mediation 

settlement rate? (ONLY INCLUDES THOSE RESPONDENTS WHO HAVE 
CONDUCTED REMOTE MEDIATIONS SINCE THE ONSET OF THE 
PANDEMIC) 

 
Category Percent 
  
Virtual settlement rate is higher 16 
Both rates are about the same 66 
Virtual settlement rate is lower 10 
Not sure   8 

 
 
7. For remote mediations you have conducted, do you feel that settlement results would 

have been different if the mediation was live vs. being remote (video)? (ONLY 
INCLUDES THOSE RESPONDENTS WHO HAVE CONDUCTED REMOTE 
MEDIATIONS SINCE THE ONSET OF THE PANDEMIC) 

 
Category Percent 
  
Yes 21 
No 63 
Not sure 16 

 
 
7a. If “Yes”, please explain: 
 

• A few times I felt it was too easy for the parties to just walk away.  
 

• Attorneys have used the remote process to reach an agreement then reduce the agreement 
to writing offline – which, sometimes, leads to no agreement at all. The process works best 
when there's a sense of immediacy and urgency to capture the moment.  
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• Believe that the remote option takes aggressive posturing out of the equation and makes 
settlement more likely.  
 

• Better in person.  
 

• Face to face is much more effective. I can gain the confidence of the parties much better. 
The attorneys are much more in control in the remote mediations.  
 

• For pro se individuals, the failure to show in live mediations is a major problem which is 
much, much less of a problem in video mediations. Therefore the rate of settlement is 
greater just on that factor alone.  
 

• I believe the settlement rate would have been much lower in-person. People are more 
comfortable in their own space and aren't as aggressive.  
 

• I can’t predict outcomes , but in person mediations are much more effective for “ hard” 
cases . Important to establish rapport with clients.  
 

• I don't think the cases would have settled because there was too much animosity and 
negative energy between the two parties.  
 

• I feel mediations are the type of proceeding where in person contact/pressure will be 
applied more effectively than with virtual and will more likely result in a settlement.  
 

• I think in the very high conflict cases, the settlement rate is higher. All parties feel safe and 
they do not have to be in the same building as each other.  
 

• In cases where the parties are pro se, I think in-person is more helpful - parties are multi-
tasking and more apt to disengage when not represented.  
 

• In some cases, yes. But I can't say that across all cases.  
 

• In the cases I handled, the result would likely have been different as the pro se cases would 
probably not have gone to a physical location, particularly if it was too far from home or 
work, something that often happens with venues for auto accident cases. In this regard, it 
has actually been superior to a physical location to ensure all claimants are heard and 
considered in settlement of ALL claims - not just represented claimants.  
 

• Initially settlement rates were lower, but as people became more comfortable with the 
technology it got to the same levels. Also, video very important. Audio is “No Bueno”.  
 

• Litigants are more emotional, less attentive, impatient, arrive late/leave early/distracted by 
other activities; don't use camera; this can apply to attorneys as well.  
 

• More channels of communications with live in person mediation.  

6



• More so in the pro se cases than in cases where one or more parties were represented. I 
noticed that pro se litigants were more often distracted during sessions, and frequently 
disengaged easier than in an in-person setting. However, I think that overall scheduling 
rate was higher when video mediation was offered, so while the settlement rate was lower, 
the accessibility rate was higher.  
 

• Most people feel more comfortable in their own environment and efficiency is achieved. 
 

• Not always, but often the ability to read body language is greatly limited via video. 
Sometimes this can slow down or impede progress. While the remote option may 
ultimately be successful, it can take longer to get to agreement as a result.  
 

• Parties and counsel were less prepared, more willing to disengage.  
 

• People “bow up” when in-person and easily distracted. People are more calm and stay 
engaged during remote caucuses.  
 

• Remote is the better option. In family there is frequently a desire not to be in the same room 
as the other party. Additionally there is the timing of who is leaving first and sometimes 
safety concerns. With remote these concerns are gone and you can use breakout rooms to 
calm people down. You can create a more relaxed atmosphere which results in more cases 
being resolved.  
 

• Remote mediation is MORE effective than in person mediations if conducted properly. 
Settlement rate is MUCH higher with remote mediation.  
 

• Remote settlements have gone up.  
 

• Some may have been better, and some may have needed personal attendance. Better client 
control in person, and also pressure to not have to take a day off to come back. However, 
individuals, particularly pro se parties, seem to be more comfortable in their own setting.  
 

• The settlement would have been delayed, if even possible since many parties are 
uncomfortable mediating in person at this time.  
 

• There are huge advantages to virtual which include: Scheduling (huge benefit to 
coordinate), Efficiency, Separating Parties Fast, Controlling The Pace, Taking Advantage 
of Technology to Prepare Agreements (Share Screens, Electronic Signatures). Also, we 
can get a key missing person into mediation quickly and lower stress working out of home 
for parties. The only disadvantage is ensuring working technology and we are learning how 
to improve those glitches every day.  
 

• Yes, parties focus better and take the mediation more seriously when in-person.  
 

• Yes, video mediations lessen the stress of parties knowing that the other person is not a 
few feet away in another room.  

7



7b. Additional Comments from Those Respondents Who Checked “No” or “Not Sure”: 
 

• As a No, I would still like to add that the attorneys seem to be much more "in check" (not 
as hostile as in some past mediations) and I'm not certain why that is but is nice to work 
with attorneys who practice civility toward one another.  
 

• At first, my team and I were concerned that we would not be as effective working virtually. 
As it turned out, we’re more effective than ever. More people are participating in the 
mediations. They’re not stressed about driving anywhere or getting to another session or 
commitment. Most of our clients do not want to return to in person mediation. It’s been 
great!  
 

• Except for maybe one.  
 

• Having the video deposition has allowed for greater flexibility for work and child care for 
everyone. It also makes some participants more relaxed and comfortable, lowering the 
stress of the situation.  
 

• In-person dynamics, depending on the type of mediation, may assist in developing the 
atmosphere and repour with the parties that facilitate settlement.  
 

• Perhaps having nothing to do with a remote mediation conference, in bodily injury claims 
during the pandemic it seems the Plaintiffs are more motivated to settle. 
 

• There have been times that in live mediations the parties are more engaged and 
participatory in the process. Online on occasions the parties seem disinterred or distracted 
because they are at home sitting on their couch. Mostly applies to pro se parties. 

 
 
8. What type of feedback did you receive from lawyers and pro-se clients about virtual 

mediation? (ONLY INCLUDES THOSE RESPONDENTS WHO HAVE 
CONDUCTED REMOTE MEDIATIONS SINCE THE ONSET OF THE 
PANDEMIC) 

 
Category Percent 
  
Positive feedback 70 
Neutral/mixed feedback 19 
Negative feedback <1 
No feedback received 11 

 
  

8



8a. Please provide any details about that feedback, including any technical difficulties 
 that may have been mentioned by these parties: 
 
 Positive Feedback 
 

• 99.9 percent favor the convenience of not having to travel which in turn allows them to be 
more productive. Vast majority opined that settlement percentages are the same.  
 

• Almost everyone is comfortable with Zoom and other virtual video technology by now and 
the results help promote the option.  
 

• But some older attorneys still want the live Mediations to return.  
 

• Convenience of not travelling and the ability to jump on short virtual hearings while I'm 
with the other side.  
 

• Easier to schedule participation; concerns about traveling and interacting with people 
whose history is unknown (are they wearing a mask and/or vaccinated?); easier to utilize a 
remote mediator.  
 

• In remote proceedings I meet with the parties prior to mediation for a short session. The 
day of mediation is extremely productive often including a signed document settling the 
case.  
 

• Lawyers and clients liked virtual mediation but I believe the convenience and lack of 
personal contact makes mediation less effective. There is less personal investment in the 
process.  
 

• Most all the lawyers appreciated the fact they did not have to travel to attend a mediation.  
 

• Most attorneys and parties have no problem with virtual mediations. I have had some 
hearing-related issues where we used the phone to supplement the zoom conference.  
 

• People like the cost-savings and convenience. They miss seeing body language, cues, facial 
expressions. They miss being together in the same room.  
 

• Saves time and expense. The party doesn't need to lose a whole day of work. Easier to 
reschedule at the last minute.  
 

• Some people have struggled with technology, but with a phone number and meeting id, 
most people have been able to at least call in to the zoom conferences. Many people don't 
have laptops with cameras or desk top computers with cameras, but everyone has been able 
to call in either through the zoom app or just on the phone.  
 

• Sure we experience some technical difficulties with zoom (the only platform I use) from 
time to time, but overall positive feedback includes (saves time from travel; convenient; 

9



don't have to bill the client for travel and extra unnecessary time; parties are more 
comfortable seeing opposing counsel on line instead of in person; they can be more 
efficient with their calendaring as they can immediately go to the next event quicker)  
 

• They also felt like this may not work initially. However, it’s proven to be a great success.  
 

• Video mediations are easier to coordinate, quicker date, cost saving, and less stress. 
 
 

Neutral Feedback 
 

• Attorneys love the convenience. Parties want to share their story and most like to do that 
in person.  
 

• Both: Some, especially lawyers, were surprised how easy/effective it could be. Some 
resistance and interruption of flow due to tech difficulties.  

 
• I think sometimes the one side wondered if the other side was taking the process as 

seriously as they would have it everything were live (especially the threat of a trial). 
Mostly, the process has been good.  
 

• Some lawyers want live mediations. I have had 2 since March 2020.  
 

• Some people like it; some don't. People certainly feel it is more convenient and cost-
effective. It is problematic when people do not appear with their video on.  
 

• Very few of my remote mediations have settled.  
 
 
9. Would you be in favor of the Court continuing/ordering virtual mediations?  (ONLY 

INCLUDES THOSE RESPONDENTS WHO HAVE CONDUCTED REMOTE 
MEDIATIONS SINCE THE ONSET OF THE PANDEMIC) 

 
Category Percent 
  
Yes 85 
Yes, but only for certain situations 12 
No   3 
Not sure   0 
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10. Concerning potential ethical breaches, what percent of cases would you say you 
 experienced any of the below items? (ONLY THOSE THAT HAVE 
 CONDUCTED MEDIATIONS REMOTELY SINCE THE ONSET OF THE 
 PANDEMIC) 
 

a. Someone else in the room 
 

Category Percent 
  
None (0%) 38 
1% to 5% 29 
6% to 10% 17 
11% to 20%   5 
21% to 50% 10 
51% to 100%   1 

 
Median = 2% 

Range = 0% to 75% 
 
 

b. Coaching 
 

Category Percent 
  
None (0%) 73 
1% to 5% 13 
6% to 10%   7 
11% to 20%   1 
21% to 50%   5 
51% to 100% <1 

 
Median = 0% 

Range = 0% to 100% 
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c. Screen shot(s) 
 

Category Percent 
  
None (0%) 92 
1% to 5%   2 
6% to 10%   2 
11% to 20%   0 
21% to 50%   3 
51% to 100%   1 

 
Median = 0% 

Range = 0% to 100% 
 
 

d. Recording (s) 
 

Category Percent 
  
None (0%) 95 
1% to 5%   1 
6% to 10%   1 
11% to 20%   1 
21% to 50%   1 
51% to 100%   1 

 
Median = 0% 

Range = 0% to 75% 
 
 

e. Other 
 

Category Percent 
  
None (0%) 93 
1% to 5%   2 
6% to 10%   2 
11% to 20% <1 
21% to 50% <1 
51% to 100%   2 

 
Median = 0% 

Range = 0% to 100% 
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11. Which of the following items do you believe are either advantages or disadvantages 
 to virtual mediation: 
 

 
 
 
Category 

 
 

Advantage 
Percent 

Neither an 
Advantage Nor a 

Disadvantage 
Percent 

 
 

Disadvantage 
Percent 

 
 

Not Sure 
Percent 

     
Convenience 96   2   2   0 
Travel expenses 96   3 <1   0 
Scheduling 91   8 <1 <1 
Expense 90 10   0   0 
Flexibility (time) 89 10 <1   0 
Flexibility (process) 84 11   5   0 
Safety 83 13 <1   3 
Client/attorney comfort zone 52 34 10   4 
Full body language/non-verbal  
   communication 

  7 39 52   2 

Using cues   7 52 25 16 
Technical difficulties   3 34 60   3 
Potential for ethical breaches   2 49 41   8 

 
 
12. Regarding your practice and virtual mediations, what do you anticipate for the 
 remainder of 2021? 
 

• 0.  
 

• 100% virtual mediations unless the virus gets under control.  
 

• 15 more mediations.  
 

• 15-20 mediations.  
 

• 2-5 more mediations, 5+ arbitrations.  
 

• 40+ September –December.  
 

• 50/50 virtual and in person.  
 

• 80% remote, maybe more.  
 

• 80% will be virtual mediations.  
 

• 90% of my mediations will continue to be virtual - both in my role as mediator and as 
attorney.  

13



• 90% virtual and I am booking like crazy!

• 90% will be virtual and 10% will be in person.

• 95% virtual. I am doing about 8 mediations or NBA's each week and less than one per
month is.

• 99 percent virtual and continuing into 2022 and beyond.

• 99% via Zoom.

• A combination of virtual and in person mediation.

• A few.

• A mixture of in-person and virtual mediations.

• About the same.

• All of my scheduled mediations are set for Zoom at this point. I am starting to get questions
about "when" as it relates to a return to in-person though.

• All scheduled mediations for 2021 are Zoom.

• All three of us are almost completely booked virtually through the end of 2021 and into the
first three months of 2022.

• All virtual mediations.  (33 Responses)

• All Zoom mediations.  (3 Responses)

• Anyone asking for live attendance.

• As a starting mediator, my biggest problem is simply getting mediation work.

• Because of the outbreak of COVID variants I am unwilling to participate in in-person
mediation conferences.

• Busy. Most people still refuse to do anything in person.

• Combination based on party preference.

• Continue what I am doing.

• Continue remote mediations.
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• Continue to do things virtually as much as possible.  
 

• Continue virtual cases.  (16 Responses) 
 

• Continuing use of virtual mediations since Florida is a cesspool of irresponsible adults 
refusing to follow science and public health recommendations.  
 

• Depends on Covid infection rate.  
 

• Exclusively virtual.  
 

• Expect ZOOM to continue.  
 

• Few.  
 

• Few remote mediations.  
 

• For many reasons, I will not do in person mediations. Because the issues of protection from 
Covid-19 have become so politicized, I cannot assure the participants that everyone is 
vaccinated or will be masked when I am not in the room. I no longer have to worry about 
client and attorney behavior, no longer have to make sure a party has cleared the parking 
lot before the other party leaves, I have the ability to separate people instantly and everyone 
has access to all of their data in a comfortable setting. The minor breaches of confidentiality 
are no different than the party that goes to the bathroom and gets on the phone with 
someone asking advice. The success ratio is significantly higher and the parties are much 
happier with the process.  
 

• Hope to have more! 
 

• Hopefully, they will be going live again soon.  
 

• Hoping to conduct all mediations virtually.  
 

• Hybrid mediations and continued virtual mediations.  
 

• I am booked solid, and am booking into February/March 2022, and everyone is booking 
via Zoom. No one is asking for in person.  
 

• I am continuing to do virtual until WHO declares the Covid-19 pandemic over and/or there 
is guidance of transmission rates and positive cases that would deem it safe for people to 
get together indoors, regardless of vaccination status. After that, I will do both in person 
and virtual.  
 

• I am currently working as a judge. After my retirement on October 1, 2021, I anticipate 
working as a mediator.  
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• I am only conducting virtual mediations.  
 

• I am still booking virtual mediations more often than in-person.  
 

• I am still conducting mediations on zoom. However, I am giving the parties option if they 
want to conduct in person. So far, they are still virtual mediations.  
 

• I anticipate a return to in-person mediations where the parties are comfortable with that. 
However, I anticipate that most mediations will be conducted virtually due to the ease and 
flexibility that virtual mediations offer.  
 

• I anticipate all mediations will be held virtually for the remainder of 2021 and probably 
into 2022.  
 

• I anticipate being about 75/25 virtual (at least one participant)/in person. I'm doing a lot of 
hybrids where clients and attorneys are in attorney's offices and each attorney's office 
appears via Zoom.  
 

• I anticipate continued and exclusive use of virtual mediations for the remainder of 2021.  
 

• I anticipate continuing to use remote mediations unless the parties disagree or I am ordered 
otherwise.  
 

• I anticipate continuing virtual mediations as part of my practice. The positives outweigh 
the negatives most of the time.  
 

• I anticipate doing primarily virtual mediations. In our recommendation, we should make 
exceptions for anything the Supreme Court designated as exceptions in their order. I 
recognize that technical difficulties have been an issue for some people they have never 
been an issue for me because we use calling if people have Internet issues.  
 

• I anticipate fully using virtual mediation as the primary method and only using in-person 
when absolutely necessary.  
 

• I anticipate mediating exclusively through virtual mediations.  
 

• I anticipate that 75% will continue to be virtual.  
 

• I anticipate that I will be having only virtual mediations for the remainder of 2021. Many 
have already scheduled virtual for 2022.  
 

• I anticipate that more practitioners will use virtual mediation because it saves travel time 
and expense, plus it is easier to reconvene in the event of a need to do so.  
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• I anticipate that virtual mediations will continue, probably as a majority while we work 
through the different COVID variants. I intend to encourage their use them in smaller 
disputes with 2 parties. For larger disputes that involve multiple parties, I expect to see a 
rise in the number of in-person mediations.  
 

• I anticipate the majority of my cases will be virtual since I have very young grand children 
who are unvaccinated And believe virtual mediations to be more effective than mediating 
with masks. 
 

• I anticipate I will continue to use it.  
 

• I cannot say for sure and do want to guess.  
 

• I do not practice in the mediation space. I practice in the Securities, Commodities and 
International transactional aspects of Arbitration. I am party to a Court ordered mandatory 
Arbitration and that is ordered to be in person in November. I admire the solemnity but 
only because these are formalities prior to trial. I have been a strong proponent of virtual, 
and semi-autonomous arbitration paradigms even during my LL.M. I firmly believe that 
without a strong virtual component, it is disingenuous to claim that arbitration is more cost 
or time efficient. I hope to see the day when most arbitration and mediation work is virtual 
to affirm the party/witness comfort that allows the facts to come forward most naturally 
with technical safeguards and cyber-protocol in place. This is not a fantastic or futuristic 
ideal. The arbitration protocol, the case management paradigm and the cyber-security 
protocol already successfully exist at FINRA. Beg, borrow or steal their expertise and 
personnel and true virtual/remote arbitration could be in place within a year.  
 

• I doubt I will end up doing any in person mediations in 2021.  
 

• I expect all mediations to be virtual.  
 

• I expect at least 1/2 will want to do virtual mediations. 
 

• I expect that all my mediations in 2021 will continue to be virtual.  
 

• I have begun in-person mediations and prefer to continue this method.  
 

• I have given parties a choice of in person or Zoom -- they all picked ZOOM.  
 

• I have recently retired from the Bench so I anticipate I will be active on Zoom. My 
responses are based on my Bench experience with hearings plus the 7 observation 
mediations I did to become certified. 
 

• I have retired.  
 

• I have transitioned my practice to 100% virtual.  
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• I hope that in-person, face-to-face mediations resume sooner than later. Seeing the other 
people in a face-to-face meeting, and talking and expressing your position, through the 
mediator permits better assessment of a party's position than electronically through Zoom.  
 

• I plan on doing almost all virtually.  
 

• I will continue to do virtual mediations from here on out. 
 

• I will continue to use virtual mediation as often as permitted.  
 

• I will delay them as much as I can until the pandemic is over. I much prefer in-person.  
 

• I will do all mediations and global conferences virtually as this works for the participants 
that I primarily serve. i have addresses any potential ethical or coaching issues up front and 
I do not believe that has been violated much if at all. I seek permission, as one would do in 
any in person mediation, with respect to other people in the room. Virtual conferences 
should be authorized, ordered and encouraged in the same way that mediations are 
authorized, ordered and encouraged.  
 

• I will ONLY do remote virtual mediations. I will not go back to in person. They are not as 
effective as remote mediations. 
 

• I'll do as few as possible.  
 

• Increased use of virtual mediation. 
 

• Keep using.  
 

• Keep Zoom forever.  
 

• Limited...I hate virtual, but I am also uncomfortable with live. Delaying cases for at least 
30 more days.  
 

• Majority of virtual mediations.  (3 Responses)  
 

• Many more mediations scheduled via Zoom.  
 

• Many people are returning to in-person mediations, especially for the larger dollar cases. 
The smaller dollar cases are likely to be content with virtual mediations.  
 

• Many scheduled as most parties are still concerned about Covid - especially in Florida.  
 

• Mix.  
 

• Mixed use.  
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• More are scheduled to occur before 12/31/21.  
 

• More of the same – all remote until further notice.  
 

• More of the same – Circuit and County are mostly online, while Family is mixed: online 
and in person.  
 

• More of them.  
 

• More of them. Maybe all of them.  
 

• More than 90 percent will remain virtual.  
 

• More virtual mediations.  
 

• Most mediations are conducted when trials are imminent. The most important thing right 
now for both trials and mediations is to work through the backlog of cases that has built up 
since 2020. Virtual mediation and virtual hearings and status conferences will help to 
reduce this backlog.  
 

• Mostly virtual mediations.  (10 Responses)  
 

• My firm of 29 mediators is entirely virtual and is expected to stay that way in 2021 and for 
the foreseeable future.  
 

• My mediation practice as a mediator is very limited. I am not a full time mediator. I am, 
however, a full time litigator.  
 

• No change.  
 

• No change...they are here to stay.  
 

• No longer certified.  
 

• No virtual mediations.  
 

• None.  
 

• Online 95%.  
 

• Only virtual mediations.  (3 Responses)  
 

• Only virtual mediations from now on.  
 

• Only Virtual. No more in-person mediations.  
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• Presently have 41 mediations set up to the end of the year and only 3 are in office and/or 
hybrid (1 party via Zoom).  
 

• Probably virtual.  
 

• Remain doing virtual mediations more than in person.  
 

• Remote mediation only.  
 

• Same.  (3 Responses) 
 

• Same level of settlement as for 2020 and same reluctance to do in person unless absolutely 
required by court order.  
  

• That the moratoriums will be lifted and there will be a large volume of foreclosures, 
evictions, and financial added to the already clogged court system.  
 

• The continued use of virtual mediations.  (4 Responses) 
 

• The parties will decide on in-person or zoom mediations and I will conduct the mediation 
accordingly. 
  

• The vast majority will be virtual.  
 

• They will continue.  
 

• To continue to conduct virtual mediations as the clients and attorneys greatly prefer them.  
 

• To hold many more, clients love them.  
 

• Vast majority virtual. Maybe 1 in 50 ask for a live mediation.  
 

• Vast majority will be remote unless all participants have been vaccinated or if not 
vaccinated then must wear a mask. I believe in science.  
 

• Very small percentage will be in person.  
 

• Virtual collaborative meetings for the remainder of 2021.  
 

• Virtual mediation will be the vast majority of mediations and arbitrations thru end of 2021. 
Now that most attorneys have grown accustomed to it is provides many advantages to all 
parties. The advantages FAR outweigh the disadvantages. My suggestion is the norm being 
virtual, and I am still willing to do in-person mediations if specifically requested.  
 

• Virtual mediations to continue until local courts lift lockdowns.  
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• Virtual mediations will be the predominant percentage of cases mediated.

• Virtual mediations will continue, though in person mediations will increase.

• Virtual only option for my mediations, some of which are scheduled into 2022.

• We are booked into March of 2022 for virtual mediations and arbitrations.

• We have decided that all mediations will be conducted virtually for the safety of ourselves
and the safety and convenience of the participants. There is no down side to virtual
mediations and this is a far better format to resolve cases than in person mediation which
is more costly and less efficient.

• While there will be some hybrid mediations, others will remain virtual, due to the return of
the Covid variants.

• Zoom Mediations.

13. What is your preference for future mediations (after 2021)?

Percent 

47 
40 
12 

Category 

Combination of virtual and in-
person Virtual 
In-person 
No preference   1 

14. Please feel free to provide any feedback as to your experiences and opinions regarding
online mediations:

• A mediator loses a lot of interaction when distanced by a computer. the personal investment
in an in-person mediation is invaluable.

• All positive.

• As a full time mediator, I truly feel that virtual mediations work well and should be utilized
into the future.

• As both a litigator and a mediator, I have found Zoom mediations surprisingly effective. I
can't think of any mediations where I believed being live would have changed the outcome.
And there are some where I believe having plaintiff in a relaxed and familiar environment
probably helped the case settle.
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• As members of the bar are becoming used to the process, it will become the preferred 
method.  
 

• Attorneys are much better than pro se at this. There should be an ability to drop your camera 
from the screen, so you are not looking at yourself, just the others.  
 

• Both are effective, need to look at the circumstances of each case and the desires of the 
parties. 
 

• Cheaper, easier and better in every way. I travel costs, parking, time off work for 
participants. Virtual should be the new normal.  
 

• Clients love them, Attorneys love them. I think the fair thing to do would be for the parties 
(i.e., counsel) to decide in-person versus virtual. The one thing you did not cover - I get 
paid more quickly in in-person than virtual!  
 

• Clients will favor them to eliminate travel time and expense. Also, participants are at their 
own work stations and can do productive work when not in active caucus.  
 

• Except for extremely complex or multiple-party (more than 3) cases, I believe virtual 
mediations are a very good option for the parties and the mediator.  
 

• Face-to-face is preferred unless there's an extenuating circumstance.  
 

• Fully support continued use of virtual mediations if all parties agree.  
 

• Has been a tremendous innovation, saving clients and attorneys time and money.  
 

• I administer a Zoom group of arbitrators twice a month. We have 10-15 participants and 
have been doing it for more than a year. universal preference for arbitrations to continue 
using Zoom. Most prefer using Zoom for mediations also but the rest could go either way.  
 

• I am a Primary Trainer of Circuit, County, and Family. In discussions during training or in 
teaching CLE/CME courses, the general vote is strongly in support of continued online 
mediation, although there is usually at least one person in the course who wants to return 
only to in person mediation.  
 

• I believe that virtual mediations are efficient, offer participants easier access to the 
mediation process, especially for the elderly and the injured. I’ve served as a circuit civil 
mediator for over 20 years in over 4,500 circuit civil mediations. I conducted 
approximately 450 virtual circuit civil mediations since March 2020 (During Covid 
pandemic). I believe the settlement rates are the same. I believe virtual mediations are more 
efficient than live mediations.  
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• I don't anticipate conducting any. I think the chances for settlement will greatly decrease 
without the personal contact. I understand the need under certain circumstances, but 
generally, I think it is a bad idea.  
 

• I enjoy virtual mediation, but I see a place for in person, especially with complex litigation 
matters. I would love to see more technical support like platforms and programs to login 
and be able to work on agreements, family support calculations, etc. That is one platform 
provided for free or low cost to mediators and attorneys. It would be nice to have one 
central site and account somewhere for those things.  
 

• I find that people do not take things as seriously when they have not made an investment 
to be physically present. The lack of decorum really has an impact on the mediation 
process. It has taken a court-annexed process and made it extremely informal.  
 

• I had one virtual mediation in which the mediator allowed a spouse to be in the room and 
did not tell me until I saw it on video. She is not a mediator I normally use but was the 
court selected mediator as she is very aggressive and is a former judge.  
 

• I have been pleasantly surprised with virtual mediations in most cases. Once the initial 
caucus has taken place, the parties are generally separated and don't see one another 
anymore whether the mediation is held live or virtually. Once private caucuses are 
underway, when virtual the camera can include both the party's attorney and the party easily 
enough and all can certainly be heard. So I don't think is any major impediment to virtual 
mediations and actually believe that they provide more convenience than problems.  
 

• I have found virtual Mediation to work very, very well. I find that clients are calmer and 
attorneys are more well prepared because they have everything in their office at their 
fingertips. In addition, scheduling is easier because if an attorney has a quick zoom 
proceeding, it does not disrupt mediation. The technical difficulties are few and far between 
and cancellations have decreased. I have also expanded to some evening and weekend 
Mediations which has worked very well, especially in pro se cases. Win-Win!  
 

• I have not started as a mediator yet but been in many as a lawyer. They are a wonderful 
thing with mediators that take the time to understand the technology, use zoom rooms, and 
give the ability to sign an agreement same day…. Otherwise it is not a good experience 
from the client side.  
 

• I have participated as a mediator and has the defense in the post covid-world of mediations.  
 

• I have participated in only 2 virtual Zoom mediations in the last year. In one I was the 
mediator and one set of parties was from out of state – 5 parties from Kansas. Another set 
was local and they attended in person. We failed to reach a settlement but doing a Zoom 
mediation was absolutely the only possible way to mediate since several parties were from 
Kansas. Same for my mediation 2 weeks ago. One party was from the State of NY. The 
mediator was a Florida lawyer who mediated from his summer home in Montana. My 
clients attended the Zoom mediation in person at our office. Travel expenses for out of 
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state parties absolutely and totally require Zoom mediations. Otherwise the cost on the out 
of state party to travel to Florida is too great. Even if the parties live in-state, travel, let's 
say from Tallahassee to Miami, is too great a distance to warrant mediation in person.  
 

• I have used the Zoom platform quite successfully. But I do think that in-person mediations 
provide the mediator an opportunity to "connect" with the parties and communicate more 
meaningfully.  
 

• I like remote mediation. I feel it puts the parties more at ease, both in terms of avoiding the 
stress which comes with travel and in person appearances and avoiding the feeling of 
personal confrontation.  
 

• I like the virtual mediation format, and also have litigated cases virtually and find it to be 
cost-effective and efficient.  
 

• I prefer mediations in person. I like being in the room with participants. I believe I can 
formulate a better assessment on how people feel, how invested they are in the process and 
what they might be willing to attempt.  
 

• I prefer virtual mediations due to convenience and expense benefits and the fact that parties 
seem much more comfortable in their own surroundings.  
 

• I see no difference in resolution rates. I think a bit of the social aspect is lessened but there 
has been an increase in having the right person with authority attending.  
 

• I think it's important that they be on and remain on video. No appearing with just names or 
phone #'s or scenery. Uncomfortable with E-signing. Should print, sign, scan and return  
 

• I think many mediations can be conducted effectively online. I think at some point if parties 
prefer to be in person that should be allowed. I would favor letting each side decide how 
they want to attend.  
 

• I think online is convenient and economical but in person may be more effective.  
 

• I think virtual mediations have been a very positive transition for most people -- mediators, 
attorneys, and clients -- in terms of cost, convenience, comfort, and safety. While people 
sometimes have difficulties with the technology, things are usually worked out, and it is 
outweighed by the other advantages. While there is a possibility of ethical issues arising, 
that has not happened with me since the start of the pandemic.  
 

• I think with the court houses being shut down; virtual mediations are essential in trying to 
get cases resolved.  
 

• I won’t be going back to in person. Virtual only.  
 

• I would like stricter practices for payment in advance for assigned cases.  
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• I would only prefer a combination of virtual and in-person if the covid-19 pandemic was 
controlled, and the participants were vaccinated. Otherwise, I would prefer to continue with 
virtual mediations for the safety and health of myself and the participants.  
 

• I would suggest modifying the rules to make the preference virtual mediation, with the 
ability to do in-person upon request. As an attorney and mediator I think mediators and 
attorneys have adapted to the new technology as we did ten years ago when we went to e-
filing. We have to adapt with the technology. I just hope that judges also adapt into the 
future as well.  
 

• I'm only comfortable mediating in person if all participants agree. Otherwise, I will not put 
them together. Also, I will ask if they are vaccinated if they insist on attending in person. 
My personal preference is to limit possible exposure or choose not to mediate for them. I 
do believe the court should have some authority to order mediations be virtual so that one 
party doesn't use the costs/inconvenience to appear in person as a tool. The court should 
consider access to justice concerns when deciding if a mediation should be in person. If 
both parties stipulate to a virtual mediation, I do NOT think the court should require the 
parties to appear in person (unlike some Fed courts). That's part of the self-determination.  
 

• In about 5% of the cases I have mediated virtually, I think being in person would have 
made a difference. That's it. Everyone has figured out to use Zoom very effectively. The 
benefit of not having disputants have to be physically present together is huge. The 
convenience to all parties is huge. We almost always begin on time, instead of waiting for 
people caught up in traffic, parking problems. Great efficiency and better for 
environment/expense to view/exchange documents electronically. Better access for 
litigants to different/new mediators because they can use any mediator they want, 
regardless of where the mediator is located.  
 

• It has been one of the best things to come out of the pandemic. People can schedule the 
mediation without missing a great deal of work. They can mediate without the worry of 
having a confrontation with an ex. The mediator can speak with attorneys privately, can 
have accountants confer while, the parties are negotiating and everyone has the ability to 
access their files and other information. There is no down side to virtual mediations.  
 

• It should become a mainstream option.  
 

• It works but my preference is in-person mediations, except for various reasons such as 
party out of the area, disability, illness or conditions making traveling difficult, domestic 
violence situations. 
 

• I've limited responses to "mediation," as distinguished from the collaborative divorce 
process. But the principles are similar from the standpoint of virtual meetings. For most of 
2020 and 2021, collaborative meetings have taken place virtually. They've been successful, 
with clients saving on professional fees for travel. When professionals and clients agree in 
advance to follow Zoom protocols the Collaborative Family Law Group of Central Florida 
developed, things go smoothly and virtual meetings succeed.  
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• Just works!  
 

• Lawyers and Courts are already behind the technology curve. This push forward was one 
positive thing that vivid brought to us. If world leaders can use virtual technology to work 
out agreements, so can we. ENFORCEMENT is an entirely different subject.  
 

• Lose 75% of communication Mediator can't build relationship.  
 

• Love the virtual mediations and find it very effective and efficient.  
 

• Massive advantage when dealing with out of state companies and insurance carriers. With 
virtual, we get the actual decision maker, not a warm body who has "authority", but no 
ability to influence. One suggestion for going forward, allow virtual but all participants 
must have camera on.  
 

• MUCH better to have an insurance adjuster on Zoom with camera than (i) on phone or (ii) 
in person with limited authority. 
 

• My experience is that parties and counsel are understanding and accommodating. 
Sometimes I use any possible technical problem as a way to break the ice, and it works.  
 

• My last mediation before the Pandemic was in-person. Not Virtual. I think in-person 
mediations more effectively help the opposing parties try to resolve their civil dispute than 
virtual mediations. They can see each other and get a sense of the case.  

 
• Not as good as live. 

  
• On line mediations are cost effective and efficient, but not as successful as in person 

mediations. In my opinion, there is benefit to the settlement process when parties and 
attorneys leave their offices, convene for mediation, and commit their time and focus on 
settlement efforts.  
 

• On line mediations are successful and the attorneys and clients want them to continue.  
 

• One cannot get the real "justice" feeling in virtual meditations.  
 

• Online mediation has proved to be just as effective as in person mediation, often safer, and 
much more convenient for the parties, who should be at the center of any policies.  
 

• Online mediation of a civil dispute takes away the human element in reaching decisions.  
 

• Online mediations also allow deciding attorneys and parties to attend where they may have 
hired coverage counsel in past.  
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• Online mediations are very affective. However in person mediations are also advantageous 
if the parties are not uncomfortable about proximity with other people due to Covid.  
 

• Our clients are so much happier with the reduced levels of stress that comes from traveling 
to mediation and working around schedules. We are as well.  
 

• Our clients would very much like to continue with virtual mediations. They are effective 
and cost efficient. Our mediation team also feels much safer practicing this way. Covid is 
still very much a concern for us. If we didn’t practice this way, we would be unable to 
spend any time with our families due to our continuous exposure.  
 

• Participants are much more relaxed in a setting they are comfortable in. Virtual is highly 
efficient for the parties and the mediator.  
 

• Public health clearly dictates continuing use of virtual mediations. It is irresponsible to put 
people at risk of contracting covid. When that is conquered, there remains the safety issue. 
Disputes can get heated, especially in family law; creating a safe space and implementing 
safety protocols for entering and exiting the building take more time than simply allowing 
virtual mediations where the parties have no idea where each is located.  
 

• Quicker, cheaper, equally successful.  
 

• Same settlement rates with much less expense, greater participation and greater safety. 
Litigants are far more comfortable in their own environment and I can help them open up 
much sooner. I greatly prefer Zoom mediations.  
 

• Saving money on the travel is a large advantage for virtual. But I believe it is off-set by the 
low success rate.  
  

• Since March of last year I have conducted over 500 (6-8 per week) low fee mediations 
$300 per session. The settlement rate has gone up dramatically with remote mediations.  
 

• Some lawyers want a live Mediation. I recently set up a LinkedIn Poll on this subject. 75% 
wanted a live option built into the new Rule.  
 

• Surprisingly positive.  
 

• The biggest disadvantage is that the parties and mediators are less likely to gain information 
through non-verbal cues. Second to that would be a lack of focus by the participants and 
other distractions. Technical issues are becoming less significant.  
 

• The general consensus is that virtual is here to stay. With a few, limited exceptions, live is 
never to return. The parties and insurance companies prefer it this way. In fact, in early 
2022, I am planning on closing my office. I will rent conference space as needed. So far, 
once in the last 18 months. 
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• The most positive innovation in mediation in years.  
 
• The participants appreciate that mediations are easier to attend. People seem more 

comfortable using the technology and relating to each other online now that they are 
handling more business and even personal interactions this way. Once it is more safe to 
interact in person, I believe there will be certain circumstances where it would be beneficial 
to have in-person mediation.  
 

• There are decided advantages regarding convenience, saved time and costs. Additionally, 
some parties prefer not to be in the same space and feel more comfortable online.  
 

• There are many advantages to online mediation, with only a few disadvantages. I am in 
favor of continued use of virtual mediation.  
 

• There is a related consideration when Judges order that the mediation fee be split. That is 
a problem for the defendant since they do not understand the system and any value to 
paying for mediation. The plaintiff will pay it if it is not ordered to split it or if the plaintiff 
is ordered to pay.  
 

• They are effective, efficient in both cost, time, and scheduling, while increasing access to 
dispute resolution.  
 

• Very positive experience.  
 

• Virtual conferences open up the process to more people. the actual litigants and pro se 
claimants can easily attend without trying to take the additional time of traveling and 
finding the location and office and parking, and the associated risks to everyone. this saves 
time, money, lost time from work, and the list goes on from there.  
 

• Virtual has many advantages, but I would do in person if all parties wanted to.  
 

• Virtual is here to stay, at least in the private arena. Rules should adapt to make it easier to 
conduct these hearings and sessions, not restrict them.  
 

• Virtual is wonderful … there is no going back. 
 

• Virtual mediation has opened the field for parties to participate in an environment in which 
they feel comfortable, attorneys can be more productive and the mediator can still function 
fully in the process. I find this to be a true win-win medium for all parties.  
 

• Virtual mediation is with us to stay. Insurers and out-of-area parties have come to realize 
the time and money economies of virtual mediation.  
 

• Virtual mediations and Arbitrations have been a welcome addition to our specialty. Yes, 
there some cases for which in person attendance is more effective, but access to virtual 
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mediations and arbitrations has been a highly effective and efficient platform which should 
continue in the future.  

• Virtual mediations are easier and less expensive , so they will be popular with clients and
some attorneys. But if successful results are a priority , in person mediations are much more
productive , especially for difficult cases and high dollar negotiations.

• Virtual mediations are the best thing to ever happen to my large volume civil practice. Any
disadvantages can be overcome. We must never, ever, stop virtual mediations.

• Virtual mediations have proven to be more effective than in person. They foster better
conversation and use of demonstrative aids. They make scheduling easier and allow
participants to come to mediation from a place that they are comfortable being in like their
home. This comfort fosters an atmosphere that is conducive to resolution and productivity.
The practice of virtual mediation also makes the process cheaper for participants as there
is no charge for travel time and it allows us to mediate state wide for all kinds of matters
regardless of the amount at issue.

• Virtual mediations reduce the cost of mediation where attorneys and/or mediators charge
for travel time. Where there is no charge for travel time, virtual mediations are often
preferable because they save time.

• Virtual should be voluntary only. Court should not order parties to attend virtually. It
should be an option for the parties.

• We can now function statewide. Big time saver. Safer.

• While I prefer remote mediations, it should be up to the parties whether a mediation is done
remotely, in person, or in combination. Absent agreement, it must be in person -- subject
to the right of a party to seek relief from being dragged in from a distance, which relief is
available under Rule 1.720(a).

• With cost savings, scheduling flexibility and other advantages, virtual mediations should
be here to stay and they should be the rule not the exception going forward.

• Without virtual mediation I could not fulfill the requests I receive to mediate. I work in the
Panhandle and travel takes up a significant amount of time.
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